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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Jackie Kerstetter, 814-440-2288, jkerstetter@acue.org  

 

ACUE Partners with Bonni Stachowiak and the Teaching in 

Higher Ed Podcast 
Plus, new series offers free weekly content for faculty from instructional experts 

 

October 19, 2017—Today the Association of College and University Educators (ACUE) begins 

a new collaboration with Bonni Stachowiak and the Teaching in Higher Ed (TiHE) podcast to 

expand the national conversation around great teaching. The partnership will add to ACUE’s 

new Expert Dive monthly series, which offers free instructional resources to the faculty 

Community of Professional Practice. 

The TiHE podcast, comprising over 170 episodes, shares pedagogical insights through 

interviews with leading instructional experts, including ACUE’s own chief academic officer, 

Penny MacCormack. 

“When we discovered how many former TiHE guests had also been featured in ACUE’s Course 

in Effective Teaching Practices, we knew that our beliefs about great teaching were in 

alignment,” said Stachowiak. “Since those early conversations, ACUE has introduced me to even 

more phenomenal educators. I am excited about the ways we will be able to work together to 

allow for more high-quality learning experiences in higher education.” 

This month ACUE will also launch the Expert Dive series, which will feature original content 

for faculty and faculty developers from our national network of instructional experts, including: 

• In-depth blog posts exploring instructional topics 

• Follow-up Q&As with expert contributors 

• Exclusive video excerpts from ACUE’s course library 

The TiHE collaboration will be a critical component of the Expert Dive series, with ACUE 

teaching experts making regular appearances on Stachowiak’s podcast. 

About ACUE: ACUE was founded in 2014 by leaders in higher education to promote quality 

instruction at colleges and universities nationwide. ACUE's comprehensive Course in Effective 

Teaching Practices prepares college educators to implement all of the essential practices shown 

to improve student outcomes. Aligned with the latest research in cognition and adult learning, 

ACUE's Course design exceeds online learning standards as recognized by Quality Matters. 

Educators who satisfy Course requirements earn a Certificate in Effective College Instruction 

endorsed by the American Council on Education (ACE). Visit acue.org/course to learn more.  
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